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Abstract 
Huntington‟s Disease (HD) is caused by an expansion of a poly glutamine (polyQ) 
stretch in the Huntingtin protein (HTT) and is necessary to cause pathology and formation of 
HTT aggregates.  Here we ask whether expanded polyQ is sufficient to cause pathology and 
aggregate formation. By addressing the sufficiency question, one can identify cellular processes 
and structural parameters that influence HD pathology and HTT subcellular behavior (i.e. 
aggregation state and subcellular location). Using Drosophila, we compare the effects of 
expressing mutant full-length human HTT (fl-mHTT) to the effects of mutant human HTTexon1 
and to two commonly used synthetic fragments, HTT171 and shortstop (HTT118).  Expanded 
polyQ alone is not sufficient to cause inclusion formation since full-length HTT and HTTex1 
with expanded polyQ are both toxic although full-length HTT remains diffuse while HTTex1 
forms inclusions.  Further, inclusions are not sufficient to cause pathology since HTT171-120Q 
forms inclusions but is benign and co-expression of HTT171-120Q with non-aggregating 
pathogenic fl-mHTT recruits fl-mHTT to aggregates and rescues its pathogenicity.  Additionally, 
the influence of sequences outside the expanded polyQ domain is revealed by finding that small 
modifications to the HTT118 or HTT171 fragments can dramatically alter their subcellular 
behavior and pathogenicity.  Finally, mutant HTT subcellular behavior is strongly modified by 
different cell and tissue environments (e.g. fl-mHTT appears as diffuse nuclear in one tissue and 
diffuse cytoplasmic in another but toxic in both).  These observations underscore the importance 
of cellular and structural context for the interpretation and comparison of experiments using 
different fragments and tissues to report the effects of expanded polyQ.   
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Introduction 
How does the presence of an expanded polyglutamine repeat (polyQ) in the mutant Huntingtin 
protein (mHTT) lead to Huntington‟s Disease (OMIM:143100)?  The molecular basis of this 
pathology remains elusive.  While the presence of an expanded polyQ domain clearly correlates 
with pathology, numerous studies have demonstrated that sequences outside the expanded polyQ 
domain can also influence pathology.  Here we ask whether expanded polyQ is sufficient to 
cause pathology, whether derivatives of full-length HTT (e.g., HTTexon1 (HTTex1) and other 
fragments) lead to overlapping or distinct pathologies, whether formation of intracellular 
inclusions is either necessary or sufficient to cause pathology, and whether tissue specific 
cellular modifiers can alter HTT behavior. 
In man, HTT is expressed globally as a 3144aa protein.  Pathogenic versions contain a 
polyQ-encoding CAG expansion in the N-terminal region beginning at amino acid 17 (1).  
Numerous studies have shown that small N-terminal fragments of HTT occur in patients as the 
result of proteolytic processing (2, 3) and abnormal RNA splicing (4, 5) and staining with 
antibodies directed at specific epitopes in the HTT protein reveals that small amino-terminal 
fragments of HTT are the predominant species found in post-mortem patient inclusions, and 
these fragments are able to cause pathology in experimental systems (e.g., (3, 4, 6-12)).  Indeed, 
inclusions in post-mortem brain tissue react with N-terminal HTT antibodies (6, 13), but not with 
antibodies that recognize epitopes beyond the first approximately 115 amino acids (2, 14).  
Determining the relative pathogenic contributions of the full-length protein versus specific 
cleavage or splicing products in mammalian systems is complicated by the natural processing of 
HTT proteins (15-17).  These processing events raise the possibility that observations made 
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using full-length knock-in models or other long-fragment mammalian models may include 
contributions from short proteolytic or mis-spliced fragments. 
In this report, we use a well-validated Drosophila model of HD to ask whether expanded 
polyQ is intrinsically toxic and to identify possible sources of intrinsic and/or extrinsic modifiers 
of HTT toxicity.  In this model, transgenic human HTT does not undergo proteolytic processing 
or splicing aberrations (18), the genetic background can be controlled, and transgenes can be 
inserted into a defined chromosomal location to avoid integration-site differences (19).  These 
advantages provide an excellent platform for comparing the pathogenic properties and cellular 
behavior (i.e. propensity to form aggregates and subcellular location) of different HTT peptides. 
 Here we report that although challenge with full-length expanded-Q HTT (flHTT-120Q) 
or with the naturally occurring HTT exon 1 (HTTex1-120Q) fragment both cause toxicity, they 
display distinct intracellular and biochemical behaviors.  Additional studies with expanded-Q 
HTT171 (HTT171-120Q) and shortstop (HTT118-120Q) fragments (14, 17, 20, 21) support the 
conclusion that even subtle changes in peptide structure can have profound impacts on 
subcellular behavior and pathology.   
 
Results:   
Construction of targeted full-length, exon1, 118 & 171 
We inserted human fl-HTT as well as HTTex1 (90 amino acids), HTT118  (the 
“shortstop” fragment) (17) and HTT171 (14) with either 120 or 25 Qs under the control of the 
yeast UAS promoter into the same chromosomal location (51D) and in the same orientation in a 
common inbred host Drosophila line, using the phiC31 targeted-insertion system (22). 
Transgenes under the control of the UAS promoter can be expressed with the Gal4/UAS system 
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(23) by crossing to a driver line that has the yeast Gal4 transcriptional activator under the control 
of various tissue-specific promoters.  Importantly, there is no detectable proteolytic processing of 
ubiquitously expressed fl-mHTT or intermediate-sized fragments to discrete smaller fragments in 
Drosophila (18).  We also established a randomly-inserted fl-mHTT-expressing line inserted at 
55C6 that produces higher levels of lethality than the same construct inserted into the 51D 
targeting site. 
 
Expanded polyQ is necessary but not sufficient for pathology 
Although striatal atrophy is one of the most notable consequences of HD, mammalian 
HTT is expressed ubiquitously and affects many tissues (1, 24, 25).  To mimic this situation in 
Drosophila, we expressed different HTT constructs ubiquitously (Fig. 1A).  In these experiments, 
all unexpanded polyQ HTT constructs (25Q) were benign, producing neither detectable 
phenotypes nor increased lethality. By contrast, only constructs with expanded polyQ exhibited 
lethality and, all the expanded constructs also increased the incidence of at least some of the 
following phenotypes in surviving adult flies: failure of abdominal dorsal closure, failure of 
thoracic dorsal closure and/or rotated male genitalia.  In addition, altering levels of HTT 
expression (by rearing flies with Gal4-driven constructs at different temperatures), caused 
phenotypes to appear in different tissues supporting the view that multiple cell types are sensitive 
to expanded polyQ insult. The absence of pathology in the unexpanded-expressing flies, 
demonstrates that expanded polyQ is required to produce pathology.  However, the phenotypic 
severity can be modified by the expanded polyQ‟s protein context.  For example, at 25°, 
expression of expanded polyQ (120Q) in the context of both fl-mHTT and HTTex1 is lethal (Fig. 
1A) although animals expressing fl-mHTT die in the early pupal phase while animals expressing 
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HTTex1-120Q die earlier in the larval phase, suggesting that expanded exon1 is more toxic than 
expanded fl-mHTT. Indeed, at lower levels of expression HTTex1 120Q remains larval lethal 
while some flies expressing fl-mHTT are able to eclose further illustrating the effect of protein 
context on polyQ toxicity.  Thus, expanded polyQ is necessary to drive HTT-based pathology, 
and HTTex1-120Q is more toxic than the full-length protein with the identical expanded polyQ 
domain.   
We next asked whether expansion of the polyQ domain in HTT proteins and peptides is 
sufficient to cause pathology.  To test this, we compared the phenotype (lethality) of animals 
expressing 120Qs when embedded in the HTT118 and the HTT171 peptides.  Expression of the 
HTT118 shortstop fragment with a 120 polyQ expansion allows only 35% survival when 
expressed ubiquitously (Fig. 1A) while, the HTT171 fragment with 120Qs is quite benign, 
exhibiting less than 6% lethality despite accumulating in tissues (Fig. 1A).  Thus, expanded 
polyQ is necessary but not sufficient to drive pathology.  
Since mHTT phenotypes may not be cell autonomous, ubiquitous expression makes it 
difficult to determine which mHTT-affected tissue(s) gives rise to a particular phenotype. In 
turn, that uncertainty makes it difficult to correlate a particular phenotype with the behavior (i.e. 
subcellular localization and/or aggregation) of mHTT in a particular tissue.  We used tissue-
specific drivers to reveal how the subcellular distribution and aggregation behavior of HTT 
peptides is correlated with pathology in that specific tissue. In particular, we examined the 
effects of HTT proteins in trachea (btl>Gal4), prothoracic gland (spok>Gal4), INKA cells (a set 
of 14 pairs of cells that secrete the Ecdysis Triggering Hormone, ETH>Gal4, (26))  and neuronal 
cells (elav>Gal4). 
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Expanded polyQ is necessary but not sufficient to drive inclusion formation and to dictate 
subcellular location.  
The formation of inclusion bodies (IBs) (large microscopically visible intracellular 
aggregates of mutant HTT) is frequently cited as a hallmark of polyglutamine diseases (6, 13, 27, 
28, 29).  Despite being known for 20 years, these inclusions continue to generate robust 
discussions regarding whether are they pathogenic or protective or whether all HTT peptides are 
toxic or are some preferentially toxic (30) (reviewed in (31))?.  To investigate the parameters 
affecting inclusion formation, subcellular distribution, and toxicity, we expressed HTT in 
specific tissues where both pathology and protein location and aggregation state could be 
followed in the same cells.   
Expression of 55C6 fl-mHTT or HTTex1 in trachea mimics the lethality seen with 
ubiquitous expression in that virtually no animals eclose (Fig. 1B) except for animals expressing 
the 51D fl-mHTT insert which exhibits only 20% lethality (not shown)..  Examination of larvae 
reveals that approximately 60% of the HTTex1-expressing larvae have defects such as tracheal 
gaps or constrictions compared to approximately 25% and 30% in the 51D and 55C6 fl-mHTT 
expressing larvae. Thus, expression of either HTTex1 or full-length exclusively in trachea leads 
to lethal pathology, and fl-mHTT exhibits a lower level of tracheal defects than HTTex1.  
To correlate the tracheal pathology with subcellular behavior of HTT, we examined the 
subcellular distribution of HTT (Fig. 1B).  HTTex1-120Q peptides exhibit a strong propensity to 
form aggregates in the cytoplasm (Fig. 1A,B), while fl-mHTT proteins remain diffuse but 
localize to the nucleus (Fig. 1A,B).  Despite these differences in subcellular localization and 
aggregation behavior, both HTTex1-120Q and fl-mHTT cause tracheal disruption although the 
disruption caused by HTTex1 is more extensive.   
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To further investigate the influence of flanking peptides, we also examined the behavior 
of HTT171 and HTT118 in trachea.  Like the exon1 fragment, the HTT171 fragment forms 
cytoplasmic aggregates (Fig. 1B), but unlike exon1, it exhibits little or no toxicity (Fig. 1B).  In 
contrast, the expanded polyQ HTT118 peptide is found as a weakly staining diffuse protein in 
the nucleus (Fig. 1B) but also does not disrupt tracheal cells.  These results demonstrate that, 
peptide context can strongly influence HTT peptide behavior in terms of subcellular location, 
propensity to form inclusions, and ability to cause cellular pathology; thus, expanded polyQ 
alone is not sufficient to drive inclusion formation nor to dictate subcellular location. 
 
Inclusion formation is neither necessary nor sufficient for cellular pathology 
Despite different subcellular behaviors, both full-length and exon1 expanded Q proteins 
disrupt trachea (Fig. 1B), although cytoplasmically aggregating HTTex1 is more toxic than 
diffuse nuclear full-length HTT.  Despite the increased toxicity of HTTex1, the tracheal 
disruptions caused by diffuse nuclear full-length HTT demonstrate that inclusions are not 
necessary for cellular pathology. These results suggest that multiple avenues to pathology are 
operative, since the two HTT proteins appear to engage targets in different cellular compartments 
(i.e., the nucleus and the cytoplasm).  Moreover, the fact that the HTT171-120Q fragment forms 
cytoplasmic inclusions like HTTex1-120Q but remains remarkably non-toxic (Fig. 1B) 
demonstrates that cytoplasmic inclusions in themselves are not sufficient to cause pathology.  
 
Engineered relocation of full-length HTT is protective 
 In the studies discussed here, subcellular localization depends on the peptide sequence.  It 
would be helpful to separate these two variables (i.e., location and sequence) by relocating a 
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given peptide without altering its sequence.  Studies that manipulate the aggregation status or 
subcellular localization of a particular pathogenic fragment are challenging, and often require 
altering the primary amino acid sequence, and thus structure, by synthetic approaches like the 
inclusion of an NLS or NES (30, 32, 33).   
We find that the HTT171-120Q fragment provides a useful tool to manipulate the 
subcellular behavior of pathogenic fl-mHTT protein without altering its protein sequence.  
Specifically, the toxicity of the fl-mHTT is suppressed by co-expression of the HTT171-120Q 
fragment.  When expressed ubiquitously, 90% of HTT171-120Q-expressing flies are viable, 
while flies expressing fl-mHTT alone are completely lethal, with development arrested in the 
puparium (Fig. 2A).  However, when HTT171-120Q is expressed together with the otherwise 
lethal flHTT-120Q, approximately 2/3 (68%) of the HTT171+flHTT expressing animals are 
rescued to adult viability despite the fact that the expanded polyQ load is increased by co-
expression of the two proteins together (Fig. 2A).  
Ubiquitous expression of flHTT-120Q causes a range of pathologies, each of which could 
potentially lead to lethality.  For example, when fl-mHTT is expressed at high levels (29°), a 
“failure to metamorphose” phenotype reminiscent of failure to secrete ecdysone from the 
prothoracic gland predominates, while as the level of fl-mHTT expression is decreased (25°), 
developmentally arrested pupae exhibit a cryptocephal phenotype (e.g., Fig. 2A) reminiscent of 
dysfunctional secretion of ecdysis-triggering hormone (ETH) (26, 34).  At even lower levels of 
expression (20°), late-stage pupae with dorsal-closure defects (clefting) predominate (Fig. S1).  
The clefting phenotype is typical of disruptions of the developmentally programmed apoptosis of 
Larval Epidermal Cells (LEC) (35, 36).  Ubiquitous co-expression of HTT171-120Q with 
pathogenic fl-mHTT at 25° appears to rescue all of the phenotypes occurring at 25° or lower 
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(Fig. 2A). Thus, the less-pathogenic HTT171-120Q fragment exhibits epistatic influence over the 
pathogenic fl-mHTT.  
 
Intrinsic and extrinsic factors affect pathology and aggregation 
To better understand the mechanisms that drive fl-mHTT pathogenicity, we examined the 
subcellular behavior and pathogenic effects of HTT in trachea (btl>Gal4), INKA cells 
(ETH>Gal4), prothoracic gland (spok>Gal4) and neuronal cells (elav>Gal4), where specific 
pathologies can be ascribed to dysfunction in those particular cell types. 
 
Tracheal expression and rescue  
When expressed in trachea using the tracheal-specific driver btl>Gal4, both HTTex1 and 
fl-mHTT cause tracheal disruptions (60% and 30% respectively) while HTT171-120Q causes 
very little disruption (<10%) (Fig. 1B).  At the subcellular level, both HTTex1 and the HTT171 
peptides are found in cytoplasmic inclusions while the full-length protein is nuclear and diffuse 
as described earlier.  However, when fl-mHTT is expressed together with HTT171-120Q, the 
nucleus is devoid of fl-mHTT, which localizes instead in the HTT171 cytoplasmic aggregates 
(Fig. 1B).  Co-expression also leads to reduced lethality compared to expression of fl-mHTT 
alone (i.e., 5% survival with fl-mHTT vs 43% with fl+171 respectively) (Fig. 1B).  In contrast, 
co-expression of the 118 fragment did not significantly alter survival compared to fl-mHTT 
alone (i.e. 5.7% with fl-mHTT alone vs 2% with fl+118) (Fig. 1B).  The increased expanded 
polyQ load when fl-mHTT was co-expressed with HTT118 was associated with occasional 
aggregates appearing in the cytoplasm but most of the material remained in the nucleus (Fig. 
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1B). Thus, full-length protein that engages a target in the nucleus is significantly less toxic when 
relocated to cytoplasmic aggregates in trachea.  
 
Prothoracic gland expression and rescue  
 The previous experiments suggest two alternative interpretations.  One is that diffuse fl-
mHTT is toxic when in the nucleus and that removing it from the nucleus suppresses that 
toxicity.  The other is that diffuse fl-mHTT is toxic regardless of its location and that 
sequestering into aggregates renders it non-toxic.  The prothoracic gland (PG) of Drosophila 
provides a means to distinguish these two options.  The prothoracic gland is a neuroendocrine 
gland that secretes ecdysone.  Expression of fl-mHTT in the PG of 3
rd
 instar larvae causes 
toxicity (~95% vs 100% for ex1), and yet is found diffuse in the cytoplasm rather than the 
nucleus as was seen in trachea (Fig. 1C). Thus, either diffuse fl-mHTT is toxic in the cytoplasm 
of some cells (e.g., PG cells) and in the nucleus of other cells (e.g. trachea) or there is an as-yet-
to-be-described developmental relocation to the nucleus shortly before toxicity is evident in the 
PG.  Co-expression with HTT171 suppresses the lethality caused by fl-mHTT expression and 
yields ~80% survival.  Immunofluorescent staining using an N-terminal HTT antibody (red) as 
well as an antibody against a portion of HTT that is not found in the HTT171 fragment (green), 
demonstrates that the diffuse full-length protein has been captured into cytoplasmic aggregates 
formed by HTT171 (Fig. 2B) with accompanying rescue of lethality (Fig. 2A).  Similar 
immunofluorescent studies show that pathogenic fl-mHTT is relocated from whatever 
compartment it is in (i.e., nucleus or cytoplasm) to join HTT171 aggregates in the cytoplasm, 
with accompanying loss of toxicity in trachea (Fig. 1B), PG (Fig. 1C), INKA cells (Fig. 1D) and 
neurons (Fig. 3).  Thus, capture into HTT171 co-aggregates renders fl-mHTT non-toxic.  
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Further, subcellular distribution of mHTT is dictated by cellular context since fl-mHTT is 
nuclear in some cell types but cytoplasmic in others. 
 
INKA cell expression and rescue 
When animals are challenged by ubiquitous expression of fl-mHTT, they are able to 
initiate metamorphosis and then die as pupae with a cryptocephal phenotype (Fig. 2A).  These 
phenotypes are reminiscent of those in mutants that affect the cells responsible for secretion of 
Ecdysis Triggering Hormone (ETH), which is required for pupal molting and metamorphosis 
(26). As another test to correlate subcellular behavior with pathology, we used the ETH>Gal4 
driver to express both fl and HTTex1 in the 14 secretory INKA cells that produce ETH (26).  
These crosses resulted in phenotypes consistent with the cryptocephal phenotype observed when 
the same transgenes were expressed ubiquitously with da>Gal4 at intermediate levels, suggesting 
that some of the lethality and pathology observed can be attributed to INKA-cell dysfunction.    
When expressed in INKA cells, fl-mHTT consistently exhibits diffuse staining in the 
nucleus (27/27) with occasional appearance of small puncta and approximately 47% lethality 
while HTTex1 forms aggregates in the cytoplasm with variable levels of diffuse staining in the 
nucleus (27/27) and 94% lethality (Fig. 1D).  Expression of HTT171 alone exhibits no lethality 
and exclusively cytoplasmic aggregates (20/20), while expression of HTT118 exhibits 18% 
lethality and low levels of diffuse staining in the nucleus with one small perinucleolar punctum 
in each cell (14/14) (Fig. 1D).  When the HTT171 fragment is expressed together with fl-mHTT, 
pupal lethality is suppressed (23% vs 47% lethality) and the diffuse nuclear fl-mHTT is 
incorporated into cytoplasmic inclusions (7/7) (Fig. 1D).  By contrast, co-expression of the 118 
fragment with fl-mHTT exhibits diffuse nuclear and cytoplasmic aggregated material (11/11) 
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and exacerbates lethality (86% vs 47% lethality).  Again, cytoplasmically aggregating HTT171-
120Q is able to relocate flHTT-120Q to cytoplasmic aggregates and suppress its toxicity. 
 
Neuronal rescue 
To determine whether the rescue by sequestration also occurs in neurons, we tested the 
ability of HTT171 co-expressed with fl-mHTT to rescue neuronal toxicity.  When expressed in 
neurons using the elav>Gal4 driver, both HTTex1-120Q and fl-mHTT produce some lethality 
(e.g., 77% and 38% respectively at 29˚C), while HTT171-120Q produces less than 14% lethality 
(Fig. 3).  However, co-expression of HTT171-120Q suppresses the lethality of fl-mHTT 
transgenes (i.e., 38% lethality with fl-mHTT is reduced to 6% by coexpression of HTT171-
120Q).  By contrast, co-expression of the HTT118 fragment with fl-mHTT does not suppress 
lethality (and may exacerbate it) (Fig. 3).  Thus, although the specific neurons that lead to 
lethality are unknown, co-expression of HTT171-120Q with fl-mHTT suppresses neuronal 
lethality in a manner similar to the suppression seen with the other tissues above.   
 
Intrinsic factors affecting HTT properties 
The studies described above demonstrate that while expanded polyQ is necessary for 
pathology, it alone is not sufficient.  Studies from our lab and others demonstrate that sequences 
adjacent to the expanded polyQ domain can influence the pathology caused by expanded polyQ 
and that extensive intramolecular interactions can occur within the HTT protein, especially in the 
amino-terminal region (18, 37-42).  These intramolecular interactions could potentially affect 
how expanded polyQ HTT engages cellular targets including clearance machinery such as the 
proteasome and autophagy pathways (40, 42).  These putative intramolecular interactions are 
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significant for two reasons.  Different flanking sequences on particular N-terminal proteolytic 
fragments of HTT can influence the pathogenicity (18, 43, 44) and the inclusion of various „tags‟ 
when developing different HTT transgenes for model studies may influence HTT behavior (45, 
46). 
To document the effect of local peptide changes on HTT fragment behavior, we explored 
the behavior of two HTT fragments.  The first is the “N171” fragment (14), which, compared to 
HTT exon 1, contains 81 additional amino acids from the HTT protein.  The second is the 118 aa 
short-stop fragment that is only 28 amino acids longer than HTT exon1 and a mere 10 amino 
acids longer than the aspartate endopeptidase fragment (108, (2)), both of which are highly toxic 
in the Drosophila model used here (17, 18).  Yet, despite these seemingly minor differences, 
short-stop expression is surprisingly benign in both mice and flies (17, 18).  
 
Analysis of HTT171 
The N171 fragment has been used extensively in animal models and is reportedly highly 
toxic (16, 20, 21, 43, 47).  When inserted into mice (Jackson Labs (B6C3-°© ‐ 
Tg(HD82Gln)81Dbo/J), rats (48) and monkeys (49), N171 is highly toxic, although some reports 
in mice suggest that it may be cleaved to generate a ~90 aa fragment (14, 50).  In our hands 
however, a transgene expressing just the first 171 amino acids of human HTT with 120Qs in 
Drosophila is benign.  A close examination of the literature reveals a potential explanation for 
this.  The original synthetic N171 fragment was generated using a convenient XhoI restriction 
site that adds an additional 11 amino acids to HTT171 (47).  Most of the N171 fragments used in 
other studies appear to encode these extra 11 vector amino acids at the C-terminus 
(…PRLQLEPSCLFLRLLVV* - native HTT amino acids in italics) (14, 47).  In contrast, our 
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fragment terminates precisely at amino acid 171 of the HTT protein (i.e., …PRLQLE*).  This 
difference raises the possibility that relatively minor changes in peptide context may drastically 
affect HTT behavior.  To test this hypothesis, we added short sequences to the C-terminus of 
HTT171 fragment to create two novel fragments.  The added sequences included a 9-amino-acid 
hemagglutinin tag (HA) (…YPYDVPDYA*) (51) and a 9-amino-acid tetracysteine “Lumio” tag 
(LUM) (…GCCPGCCGG*) (52).  We chose HA and LUM because it is often advantageous to 
place an epitope tag on the HTT peptide and these are two widely used tags with very different 
chemical characteristics that are similar in size to the random 11 amino acids of N171.  
Although ubiquitous expression of the true HTT171-120Q in Drosophila is benign in our 
hands at multiple temperatures (Fig. 1A; 4A,B), addition of the HA tag and testing at 22.5°C 
increased the lethality to 70% while appending the LUM tag resulted in complete lethality even 
when expressed at lower levels  (Fig. 4A).  The addition of these same tags to the C-termini of 
exon1 and other fragments (HTT90HA/LUM), 108HA, 469HA/LUM and 586HA/LUM) did not 
demonstrably alter the behavior or toxicity of those fragments (18) indicating that the tags 
themselves are not inherently toxic.  Consistent with the increased lethality, inclusion of C-
terminal tags on the HTT171 fragment also reduces longevity (Fig. 5B).  Namely, when 
expressed ubiquitously at 22.5°C, female flies expressing the precise HTT171 fragment die with 
a t1/2 of about 20 days while HTT171HA flies die with a t1/2 of 9 days and HTT171LUM flies do 
not survive to adulthood at all (Fig. 4B).   
To better understand the functional effects of these small changes in peptide structure, we 
expressed these tagged transgenes in specific tissues and evaluated their effects on subcellular 
localization, aggregation, and pathology.  Compared to HTT171, the addition of tags to HTT171 
constructs causes changes in subcellular behavior in tracheal cells (Fig. 4E).  The addition of a 
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LUM tag converts the normally cytoplasmic HTT171 to a primarily diffuse nuclear peptide with 
some residual cytoplasmic aggregates remaining (Figs. 4E; S2).  On the other hand, HTT171 
with an HA tag remains primarily as cytoplasmic aggregates with minor diffuse nuclear staining 
(Figs. 4E; S2).  Unlike the ubiquitous expression of either tagged HTT171 construct, expression 
in trachea only (Fig. 4C) is relatively benign (i.e. it produces only a slight increase in lethality 
that does not rise to the level of statistical significance).  
When HTT171 constructs are expressed in the prothoracic gland at 29°C, (Fig. 4D), the 
addition of the HA tag increases lethality, and the LUM tag increases it even more (i.e. 100%, 
65% and 10% eclosion respectively for HTT171, HTT171-HA and HTT171-LUM).  
Accompanying this increased lethality is a change in subcellular behavior.  The HTT171-HA 
fragment continues to accumulate in cytoplasmic aggregates albeit with a haze of diffuse 
staining, while the HTT171-LUM fragment accumulates as weak-diffuse material in the 
cytoplasm (Fig. 4F). Interestingly, both HA- and LUM- tagged HTT171 fragments exhibit 
increased PG pathology with the HA tagged HTT171 causing ~35% lethality while the diffuse, 
cytoplasmic LUM tagged HTT171 causes ~90% lethality when expressed in prothoracic gland 
cells.  Thus, small changes to the HTT171 fragment can alter both its subcellular behavior and its 
level of pathology.  Furthermore, both aggregated as well as diffuse cytoplasmic distributions 
can correlate with elevated pathogenesis. 
 
Analysis of the HTT118 “shortstop” fragment   
The shortstop fragment arose from spontaneous truncation or recombination of a full-
length Htt gene during multiplication of a yeast artificial chromosome (YAC) before injection 
into mice (17).  The fragment terminates at the end of exon 2 at aa 118 (20).  The majority of 
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subsequent studies using this fragment have employed clones obtained from the founder lab.  
The “shortstop” fragment exhibited unexpectedly low toxicity in mice (17) and also exhibits 
relatively low toxicity in Drosophila.  For example, flies ubiquitously expressing the HTT118-
120Q fragment survive better than ones expressing HTTex1-120Q (i.e., 100% vs. 0% at 22.5° 
and 36% survival vs 0% at 25°C, Fig. 1A).  
When HTT118-120Q is expressed exclusively in either trachea or the PG, little or no 
lethality is observed (Fig. 5A,B).  In contrast, addition of a 9 amino acid HA tag renders the 
HTT118 fragment completely lethal in either trachea or the PG (Fig. 5A,B).  Accompanying this 
increase in lethality are major but opposite changes in subcellular location.  In trachea, the 
addition of the HA tag converts the weakly staining HTT118 fragment from diffuse nuclear to a 
mix of diffuse nuclear and cytoplasmic aggregated (Figs. 5C; S2) while in the PG, HTT118 
exhibits robust diffuse cytoplasmic staining but converts to diffuse nuclear with the addition of 
the HA tag (Figs 5D; S2).  These observations underscore the role of tissue context and its 
interplay with peptide structure in dictating both subcellular behavior and toxicity.  
In contrast, addition of a 9 amino acid LUM tag had no effect on tracheal lethality and the 
tag causes the fragment to be absent from the nucleus forming aggregates only in the cytoplasm 
(Figs. 5A,C; S2).  In the PG, there is an approximately 40% increase in lethality accompanying 
the addition of the LUM tag despite the fact that the peptide exhibits reduced levels and is 
primarily diffuse in the cytoplasm (Fig. 5B,D).  Thus, expansion of polyQ in the context of the 
HTT118 peptide exhibits much lower pathology than other fragments but small changes in the 
physical structure of the peptide surrounding the expanded polyQ can significantly affect the 
pathology and the subcellular behavior of the peptide.   
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As an example of how these structural changes can also affect the HTT118-120Q  
behavior in neurons, we expressed these fragments using the elav>Gal4 neuronal driver.  When 
expressed in neurons at 25˚C, no overt lethality was found with any of the three HTT118 
constructs (not shown).  However, we noted obvious defects in motor function and longevity 
with the HA-tagged transgenes.  For example, addition of the HA tag, (HTT118-HA), 
profoundly affects motor function as measured by climbing behavior (Fig. 5E,F).  Similarly, the 
longevity of HTT118-HA expressing animals is about 1/4
th
 that of HTT118 alone (i.e., from a t1/2 
of 30 days for the unmodified HTT118 fragment to less than 10 days when HA is appended (Fig. 
5G)).  Again, these results demonstrate that small changes to peptide structure can have profound 
effects on various aspects of HTT peptide pathology and subcellular behavior and underscores 
how HTT-peptide behavior is strongly affected by extrinsic factors, such as the specific cellular 
environment (Figs. 4C-F; S2).   
 
Discussion 
HD is a dominant progressive neurodegenerative disorder with hallmarks that include the 
formation of intracellular inclusions/aggregates and preferential degeneration of specific portions 
of the brain. HTT is expressed ubiquitously, and while neurodegeneration is the most debilitating 
aspect of the disease, dysfunction in other organs is clearly present (1, 24, 25).   
  Much effort has been expended investigating whether a particular toxic species is 
responsible for HD pathology and determining whether its aggregation state is critical for 
toxicity.  Ubiquitous HTT expression complicates the analysis, since the answer may not be the 
same in all cell types.  Moreover, direct data comparisons are difficult since many of these 
studies are performed in different systems (different cultured cells or organisms) with different 
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transgenic, expanded polyQ, HTT transgenes inserted in different chromosomal locations using 
different genetic backgrounds.  In addition, one cannot avoid proteolytic processing of transgenic 
HTT fragments in mammalian systems (2, 3).  Thus, determining whether pathology is caused by 
the engineered transgene or by its proteolytic products is challenging (16).  Here we address 
those challenges by using a Drosophila model to systematically compare the pathology and 
biophysical behavior of full-length HTT and HTTex1 transgenes as well as two other often-used 
amino-terminal fragments, HTT171 and HTT118.  To facilitate comparisons, transgenes were 
inserted into a single chromosomal location and expressed in a common genetic background.  
The consequence of expressing these transgenes in different tissues is summarized in Fig. S2.   
Our experiments suggest several conclusions relevant to the relationship between HTT-
peptide pathogenesis and the HTT-peptide intracellular behavior.  For example, a particular HTT 
peptide‟s subcellular location is strongly dependent on the cellular environment (i.e., a given 
peptide will locate to different places in different cell types - compare the location of fl-HTT in 
trachea and PG (Figs. 1B,C; S2)).  Despite these differences in location, the full length protein is 
toxic in both tissues.  Thus, a given protein can cause cellular disruption whether it is located in 
the cytoplasm or the nucleus.  An alternative is that HTT peptides change subcellular location 
shortly before pathology is manifest when such changes are difficult to detect. However, in the 
absence of data suggesting major temporal changes in subcellular location, it would appear that 
multiple cellular targets leading to pathology exist (e.g., fl-HTT causes disruption in tracheal and 
INKA cells where it is nuclear, and also causes disruption in PG cells where it is cytoplasmic).  
The data also speak to the role of aggregation in the pathogenic process and whether 
preventing aggregation is a viable therapeutic objective.  Clearly both diffuse and aggregation-
prone HTT can be pathogenic (e.g., compare fl-HTT and HTTex1).  This is the first study we are 
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aware of where the relative toxicity of fl-HTT can be compared to that of HTTex1 and other N-
terminal fragments in a setting where the secondary production of N-terminal fragments by 
proteolytic processing from the fl-HTT does not occur and where all transgenes are expressed 
from the same chromosomal location.  Other studies find that mice expressing fl-mHTT 
eventually develop inclusions and pathology, but since those inclusions are composed of small 
N-terminal HTT fragments, it is difficult to determine if the fl-mHTT protein drives the 
pathology or if the secondary small fragments produced from it are responsible (15, 17). We 
have found that processing of HTT to small discreet fragments does not occur in Drosophila (18) 
and therefore, our data demonstrate that the fl-HTT protein is itself pathogenic, although less so 
than mHTTex1 and that formation of inclusions is not essential for its pathogenicity.  
In addition, we find that aggregates per se need not be pathogenic. For example, compare 
HTTex1-120Q and HTT171-120Q (Fig. S2).  Both form cytoplasmic aggregates and yet 
mHTTex1 is highly toxic, while mHTT171 is remarkably benign (Fig. 1).  Indeed, studies with 
the HTT171 fragment demonstrate that the toxicity of diffuse fl-mHTT can be rescued by 
incorporation into benign co-aggregates and that it is the aggregated status per se and not the 
new location of the pathogenic fragment from a different subcellular compartment that is key to 
the rescue of toxicity (e.g., diffuse nuclear fl-mHTT (trachea) or diffuse cytoplasmic fl-mHTT 
(prothoracic gland) are both pathogenic but both are suppressed by incorporation into 
cytoplasmic HTT171 co-aggregates (Fig. 1B,C). 
In addition to cell type, a second feature that can strongly influence HTT behavior is the 
peptide‟s primary sequence.  A number of studies have described intramolecular interactions in 
HTT (18, 37-42, 53).  Our data suggest that intramolecular interactions can have profound 
effects on pathogenicity, subcellular location, turn-over, and aggregation.  For example, both fl-
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HTT and HTTex1 with 25Qs are diffuse and cytoplasmic.  Expansion of the polyQ in HTTex1-
120Q causes it to form cytoplasmic aggregates.  However, addition of just 28 additional aa‟s in 
the context of those 120Qs (i.e., HTT118) virtually eliminates aggregation, and leads to diffuse 
and reduced staining in nucleus or cytoplasm depending on cell type.  Addition of 53 more 
amino acids (i.e. HTT171) leads to increased accumulation and aggregates in the cytoplasm but 
little or no pathology.  The fact that expanded polyQ is necessary but not sufficient to produce 
either pathology or aggregates demonstrates that peptide context is important for these 
properties.  These observations suggest that intramolecular interactions influence an HTT 
peptide‟s pathogenicity and its propensity to form aggregates, as well as its ability to engage 
cellular targets including perhaps components involved in clearance. 
Studies in mammalian systems suggest that fl-mHTT (~350 kDa) is processed into 
several N-terminal fragments, including an exon1-like fragment with an expanded polyQ tract (3, 
38, 54, 55).  These observations have generated discussions about whether particular fragments 
are especially critical to HD pathology and whether appropriate models for studying HD should 
focus on the full-length protein or on various fragments (e.g., (56).  In addition, other studies 
have suggested that N-terminal fragments of HTT are more prone to aggregation and are more 
toxic than full-length HTT (43, 44, 47, 57).  
This study addresses these issues by comparing fragment toxicity and behavior in a 
highly controlled setting.  With respect to relative toxicity of HTT and its proteolytic and 
splicing fragments, we find the naturally occurring HTT exon1 peptide is uniquely toxic among 
the HTT fragments.  The 108 aa endopeptidase fragment runs a close second in toxicity and 
aggregation (18).  The fact that exon1 can occur directly as a result of mis-splicing without being 
derived from a fl-HTT protein demonstrates that early conformational events in the context of fl-
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mHTT are not necessary for the development of pathogenic structures in HTTex1 fragments 
(56).  In agreement with other studies, (17, 20), we find that the HTT118 shortstop fragment is 
not prone to aggregation and is much less toxic than either HTTex1 or fl-mHTT.  In contrast, the 
HTT171 fragment is highly prone to aggregation and yet is particularly nontoxic when compared 
to other fragments and full-length.  These data point to HTTex1 as a uniquely toxic species. 
In no case does unexpanded polyQ HTT exhibit pathology in any assay we have 
conducted.  This demonstrates that expanded polyQ is necessary for HD pathogenesis.   
Clearly, both diffuse and aggregated peptides can cause pathology, and pathogenic 
targets exist in both the nucleus and the cytoplasm that can be engaged by non-aggregating HTT 
species.  The failure of fl-HTT-120Q to form inclusions in our studies is consistent with the early 
observations that inclusions in post-mortem samples reacted with N-terminally targeted 
antibodies but not with antibodies that recognize longer HTT proteins (i.e. epitopes beyond aa 
115) (16, 58).  These experiments do not rule out the possibility that full length mHTT might be 
recruited to aggregates by shorter species but be proteolytically cleaved in the process, thus 
leaving aggregates free of epitopes C-terminal to the expanded polyQ.  In either case, initiation 
of inclusions appears to be a property of selected N-terminal peptides such as HTTex1, HTT171 
and selected others (18). 
 
The influence of HTT peptide composition: 
It has been demonstrated repeatedly that expanded polyQ is associated with both 
inclusion formation and pathogenesis (59, 60).  Experiments involving expanded polyQ with 
minimal other surrounding amino acids (61-63) suggest that polyQ alone may be sufficient for 
pathology.  We find that HTT fragments containing 120Qs exhibit varying degrees of toxicity 
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(18) ranging from HTTex1-120Q, which is extremely toxic, to the HTT171 fragment, which is 
comparatively benign (Fig. 1) to various proteolytic fragments exhibiting varying degrees of 
much-reduced toxicity (18).  These observations are consistent with studies showing that the 
physical properties of HTT proteins are strongly influenced by amino acids surrounding the 
expanded polyQ (60, 64).  Thus, the degree of polyQ toxicity is highly sensitive to peptide 
context. 
Although expanded polyQ is necessary to promote aggregation, it is not sufficient, as 
revealed by the lack of aggregates formed by full-length HTT-120Q, by many of the proteolytic 
fragments (18), and by the HTT118 fragment reported here (Fig. S2).  However, since all of the 
fragments tested here have the first 17 amino acids of HTT which is reportedly central to 
aggregate formation (65), the influence of HTT-protein context on aggregation suggests that 
intramolecular interactions influence aggregation behavior.  Various studies have demonstrated 
extensive intramolecular interactions in the N-terminal region of HTT (38, 66-69).  We suggest 
that intramolecular interactions may account for how the exon 1 fragment can be an aggressively 
aggregating cytoplasmic peptide that causes severe pathology, how addition of just 28 additional 
amino acids of HTT (118) leads to a diffuse cytoplasmic protein that is much less toxic, and how 
the addition of amino acids up to 171 produces a benign but aggregating peptide.  These 
divergent behaviors of modestly different HTT fragments demonstrate how extensive the 
influence of flanking sequences can be on polyQ behavior. 
Further evidence for the influence of flanking sequences on HTT polyQ- peptide 
behavior comes from appending small peptide tags to the HTT118 and HTT171 fragments. For 
example, the acidic charged hemagglutinin HA (…YPYDVPDYA*) and uncharged lumio LUM 
tags (…GCCPGCCGG*) are generally considered benign when used on a wide variety of 
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proteins.  However, the addition of either HA or LUM to the C-terminus of the normally benign 
HTT171 fragment renders it dramatically more toxic (Fig. 4A).  Both tags also affect subcellular 
behavior (Fig. S2) with the LUM tag causing HTT171 to become diffuse nuclear in trachea (Fig. 
4E) and diffuse cytoplasmic in the PG (Fig. 4F) and the HA causing elevated levels of diffuse 
and aggregated cytoplasmic protein (Fig. 4F).   
For example, in the prothoracic gland, the addition of the LUM tag converts the 
cytoplasmic, aggregated and benign HTT171 fragment to a diffuse and toxic (~92%) fragment 
(Figs. 4D,F; S2).  By comparison, the HA-tagged HTT171 shows elevated levels of cytoplasmic 
aggregates and a trend towards increased toxicity (~36% vs 0%) (Fig. 4D).  The minimal 
changes in pathology that accompany the changes in subcellular behavior of tagged HTT171 in  
trachea suggest that features that affect subcellular localization can be independent of those that 
affect pathology in a given cell type.  This observation, taken together with the fact that 
ubiquitous expression of the modified fragments elicits major changes in pathology compared to 
unmodified fragments (Fig. 4A,B) underscores the importance of tissue context in the pathogenic 
process (Fig. S2).   
Based on this work, it is likely that the extra 11 amino acids acquired during cloning (14, 
16) could render the N171 fragment used in many mammalian studies toxic compared to the 
behavior of a pure HTT171 fragment (e.g. Fig. 4).  This underscores the need for caution when 
using modified HTT peptides in model studies, since relatively minor innocuous-seeming 
changes can have dramatic effects on pathology.  
 
Sequestration of full-length suppresses toxicity 
 Full-length HTT does not form aggregates but can cause tissue pathology both when it 
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occurs as diffuse nuclear material (e.g., trachea) or when it occurs as diffuse cytoplasmic 
material (e.g. in the PG, Fig. 1B,C; S2).  Thus, fl-mHTT does not require aggregation to be 
pathogenic and it can engage targets in either the nucleus or the cytoplasm to cause 
pathogenicity.  The suppression of pathology by incorporation into cytoplasmic co-aggregates of 
HTT171-120Q indicates that cellular location does not determine toxicity.  Rather, the 
sequestration into aggregates is protective in this case, either by reducing the number of full-
length molecules that can contact pathogenic targets in a particular compartment or because 
sequestration is accompanied by structural changes that inhibit target engagement by full-length 
HTT.   
 
Summary 
Our studies demonstrate that the behavior of expanded polyQ HTT fragments in a 
particular cell can be quite sensitive to small changes in peptide composition, and the behavior of 
a particular peptide can be quite sensitive to the cellular environment (fig. S2).  Thus, expanded 
polyQ is necessary but not sufficient for pathology, expanded poly Q is necessary but not 
sufficient to promote aggregate formation and that aggregated polyQ (or diffuse polyQ peptides) 
are neither necessary nor sufficient to cause pathology. 
 
Materials and methods: 
Construction of transgenes 
 Details of producing transgenes with 120Qs that do not contain extraneous sequences 
remaining from cloning steps are described in Barbaro et al., 2015 and involved use of paired 
class IIS restriction enzymes (referred to as the scarless method since it leaves no extraneous 
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bases) and iterative cloning steps to produce a set of „clean‟ transgenes.  Briefly, this process 
involved initially producing a 171 amino acid expanded HTT construct by the scarless method 
and then swapping this domain as an EcoRI-XhoI domain into the unexpanded full-length HTT 
construct.  All other fragments were made from this one by PCR.  To produce C-terminally 
tagged transgenes, the reverse PCR primer included the coding sequence for the tag.  We added 
either a 9 amino acid hemagglutinin tag (HA) (…YPYDVPDYA) (51) or a 9 amino acid 
tetracysteine “Lumio” tag (LUM) (…GCCPGCCGG) (52) to the C-terminus of a “true” 171 
fragment (ending with ...PRLQLE) or the 118 fragment (ending with ...IVAQSV).  When 
complete, fragments were cloned into the transforming vectors with EcoRI and NotI digestion 
sites that were also generated by the forward and reverse PCR primers respectively.  The vector 
for targeted transformation, pUASTattB, EF362409 was used to insert constructs into the 51D 
site (Bishof et al 2006).  The same construct that was used to insert fl-HTT-120Q at the 51D site 
was also used for random insertion using the pUAST vector (Brand and Perrimon, 1993).  One 
line with the insert at 55C6 produces higher levels of lethality than the insert at 51D and was 
used in some cases to allow a greater range of sensitivity for rescue experiments.  The 55C6 
insert (referred to as 55C) is within the region in bold underline 
CATTTAGCAAAAAGCTTGAGGCAATAAGGTGTGTATATATGTACAGTAAATAGAG 
AGATCAGTCGAAAGAAAAACACTGACGGGTAAACAACACGTATCATGTCGAGCTCTGGAATTG and 
the orientation of the P-element is 3'P-5'P as related to this sequence. 
The shortstop fragment corresponds to the first two exons of Htt. Although initially 
described as 117 aa  (17), it actually contains the first 118 aa (20).  It arose by a spontaneous 
deletion during construction of a genomic YAC clone.  
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Fly husbandry 
Cultures were maintained on a standard cornmeal/sugar/agar medium and kept on a 12-h light 
cycle.  The polyQ expressing flies used in this study were mated with Act>GFP flies w[1118]; 
M{w[+mC]=Act5C-EGFP.rut3'UTR}ZH-51C/SM6b (Bloomington stock number B#52665) to 
generate a benign marker for segregation analysis. The resulting HTT polyQ/act>GFP males 
were crossed to various Gal4 driver females and survival to adulthood (eclosion) was monitored. 
Drivers used here include the ubiquitous da-Gal4 (B#8641), the INKA cell driver (ecdysis 
triggering hormone) ETH-Gal4 (B#51892), the prothoracic gland driver, spookier, spok-Gal4 (a 
kind gift of M. O‟Connor, U Minnesota) and the pan-neuronal elav-Gal4 C155 driver (B#458).  
Progeny bearing no transgene expressed GFP and were used as internal controls. The tracheal 
driver, btl-Gal4 (btl-Gal4, UAS-GFP (2), (a kind gift of A.S. Ghabrial, (70)) was crossed to 
generate btl-Gal4/CyO heterozygotes which were then crossed to HTT polyQ flies. Specifically, 
btl-Gal4, UAS-GFP was crossed to  Sco/CyO and btl-Gal4, UAS-GFP/CyO was recovered thus 
eliminating the vine mutant from the background (70, 71). For our experiments, btl-Gal4, UAS-
GFP/CyO males were crossed to different UAS-Htt female lines. Transgene expression produced 
by Gal4 drivers is temperature dependent such that levels can be modulated roughly two-fold by 
rearing cultures between 22.5 and 29° (72, 73). 
Transformant lines: yw M{eGFP;RFP.vas-int.Dm}ZH-2A ; M{RFP.attP}ZH-51D flies 
(kind gifts from K. Basler, University of Zurich, (22)) were injected with pUASTattB vectors 
harboring the different HTT fragments, and transformed flies were recovered based on eye color, 
and crossed with stocks containing CyO in a w[1118] background to generate flies homozygous 
for the transgene on the second chromosome.  
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Longevity assays: Triplicate sets of 10-15 flies for each cross were harvested in a 24-h 
period and were passed to fresh vials every 2 days.  Dead flies were counted every 2-3 days.    
Survival assays: 10 males and female virgins were allowed to mate in standard food vials 
for ~2 days.  Triplicate vials of flies were then passed daily into fresh vials for a span of 4 days. 
The resulting adult progeny were collected and scored following eclosion.  
Adult motor function assays: A fixed number (typically 15) of female flies (HTT-
expressing) are transferred to 3 vials placed side-by-side in a rack with vials containing sibling 
males (non-HTT-expressing).  The test flies were then tapped down and allowed to climb every 6 
s for ~2 min.  Video recordings of the climbing flies were analyzed using the Flytracker program 
with some manual curation (B.A. Barbaro, UCI- https://github.com/brettbarbaro/Flytracker). The 
average climbing speed in each vial was calculated by subtracting the average position of flies at 
2 s from that at 3 s.  The results indicate the ratio of climbing speed of females to sibling males. 
 
Immunohistochemistry 
The anterior halves of wandering third instar larvae were separated, turned inside out and 
placed in PBS on ice.  These halves were then fixed on shaker with 4% formaldehyde made in 
PBT (PBS + 0.2 % Triton X-100) for 20 min at RT.  After fixation, tissues were washed three 
times with PBT, blocked with 10 % BSA in PBT  for 2.5 hours at RT and probed with primary 
antibody (s) overnight at 4˚C.  Tissues were then washed three times, blocked again and 
incubated with secondary antibody(s) for 1.5 h and washed again.  The primary antibodies were 
rat-Elav-7E8A10 anti-elav (used at 1:200 dilution in PBS; Developmental Studies Hybridoma 
Bank), VB3130 rabbit anti-N-terminal HTT (used at 1:5000 dilution in PBS; epitope: aa 2-17; 
VIVA Bioscience) and MAB2170 mouse anti-C-terminal HTT (used at 1:5000 dilution in PBS; 
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epitope: aa 1247 to 1646; Millipore).  The secondary antibodies were Alexa Fluor 488 goat anti-
rabbit (green), Alexa Fluor 488 goat anti-mouse (green), Alexa Fluor 568 goat anti-rat (red), and 
Alexa Fluor 568 goat anti-rabbit (red) (all used at 1:250  dilution in PBST, Life Technologies).  
Required organs were dissected out and mounted in Vectashield with DAPI or were treated with 
Hoechst and mounted in Vectashield.  Images were captured using a Zeiss LSM 700 laser 
scanning microscope and analyzed using Volocity software. 
 
Statistical analysis 
Error bars show Standard Error of the Mean (SEM = standard deviation/square root of n).  
Statistical significance was established using analysis of variance (ANOVA) with Tukey‟s post 
hoc test on Prism software (GraphPad) (*=P<.05, **=P<.01, ***=P<.001).  
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Figure Legends: 
Figure 1.  Cellular context influences subcellular behavior and pathology.  
(A) Ubiquitous expression with da>Gal4 reveals differences in pathogenic potential and 
subcellular behavior of HTT peptides. Various UAS>HTT /act>GFP males were crossed to 
females homozygous for the ubiquitously expressed da>Gal-4 driver, and survival to adulthood 
(eclosion) was monitored. Transgenes included HTT exon1 (ex1-120Q), full-length HTT (fl-
120Q), HTT 118, shortstop (118-120Q) and HTT 171 (171-120Q). The percent flies eclosing as 
adults is calculated in reference to the internal control of non-expressing siblings (i.e. the number 
of UAS>HTT/+; +/da>Gal4 flies divided by UAS>HTT/+; +/act>GFP flies).  Flies expressing 
unexpanded 25Q versions of these transgenes eclosed at a rate indistinguishable from the non-
expressing controls. Peptide composition also influences the subcellular location of HTT 
transgenes here shown in trachea.  HTTex1 with unexpanded polyQ (25 Qs) presents as diffuse 
cytoplasmic (ex1-25Q) while HTTex1 with 120Qs forms large cytoplasmic aggregates in 
tracheal cells (ex1-120Q).  HTT118 with 120Qs are diffuse nuclear (118-120Q) while HTT171 
forms cytoplasmic aggregates (117-120Q ).  Full-length HTT with 25Q is also diffuse 
cytoplasmic (fl-25Q) while expansion of the polyQ in full-length HTT converts it to diffuse 
nuclear in tracheal cells (fl-120Q).  Scale bars are 10µm.  Since ubiquitous expression revealed a 
number of phenotypes that resembled those seen in different tissues, we tested whether multiple 
tissues exhibit pathology.  (B) The toxicity of ex1, fl, 171 and 118 when driven exclusively in the 
trachea with btl>Gal4 at 25° was evaluated and the subcellular behavior determined by 
immunofluorescence.  Expression of HTTex1-120Q and flHTT-120Q exclusively in trachea 
produced virtually complete toxicity similar to that seen with ubiquitous expression in (A).  
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Many trachea in both HTTex1 and fl-mHTT expressing animals were visibly defective with gaps 
and constrictions evident (not shown) even though HTTex1 is clearly cytoplasmic and 
aggregated while fl-mHTT is diffuse nuclear implying multiple targets for pathology.  In 
contrast, HTT118-120Q is diffuse nuclear and HTT171-120Q is cytoplasmic and aggregated and 
yet neither exhibits toxicity in trachea.  The effect of the HTT171 fragment on fl-mHTT behavior 
and toxicity was examined by co-expressing both (fl+171).  Notably, the lethality of fl-mHTT is 
reduced when HTT171-120Q is expressed concurrently and the previously diffuse nuclear 
flHTT-120Q is now in cytoplasmic aggregates together with HTT171-120Q (fl+171).  (C) To 
further test the influence of tissue type, the toxicity of ex1, fl, 171, and 118 when driven in the 
prothoracic gland (PG) with spok>Gal4 at 29° was evaluated, as was the effect of the 171 
fragment on fl toxicity in this tissue.  In the PG flHTT-120Q is toxic as well and yet it is 
cytoplasmic and diffuse in these cells (fl).  HTTex1-120Q is also toxic and continues to form 
cytoplasmic aggregates (ex1).  HTT118 is relatively benign as it is in trachea although in the PG 
cells it exhibits a diffuse cytoplasmic distribution (118) and HTT171 is also non-toxic in the PG 
and occurs in cytoplasmic aggregates (171).  When HTT171-120Q is co-expressed with flHTT-
120Q, toxicity is significantly suppressed and the two proteins appear together in cytoplasmic 
aggregates (fl+171).  (D) Since ubiquitous expression produces a crytptocephal phenotypes 
reminiscent of failure to produce Edysis Triggering Hormone, the toxicity of peptides driven in 
the 14 ETH producing INKA cells with ETH>Gal4 at 25° was evaluated. As in other tissues, 
HTTex1 is highly toxic in INKA cells and tends to form large cytoplasmic aggregates while fl-
mHTT exhibits only ~47% toxicity and is distributed as diffuse nuclear material.  HTT171 
exhibits no toxicity and forms large cytoplasmic aggregates similar to HTTex1 while HTT118 
produces ~20% lethality and is distributed as diffuse nuclear material typically with a single peri-
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nucleolar puctum (118).  Coexpression of fl-mHTT and HTT171 improves the survival of fl-
mHTT expressing animals and recruits fl-mHTT into large cytoplasmic co-aggregates.  Thus, 
both aggregated and diffuse HTT fragments can be toxic and expanded polyQ (120Q) is not 
sufficient for either toxicity or aggregation.  
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Figure 2. Co-expression of HTT171 with pathogenic fl-mHTT suppresses multiple 
pathogenic events.  (A) When expressed ubiquitously with da>Gal4 at 25°, 90% of HTT171-
120Q survive to adulthood (left panel) while 0% of fl-mHTT (55C) expressing flies survive 
(center panel).  However, co-expression of fl plus 171 suppresses the lethality, raising the 
survival from 0% to 68% when ubiquitously expressed. The pupa in the center panel (fl 120Q) 
shows a typical cryptocephal phenotype.  (B) When co-expressed, toxic fl-mHTT is sequestered 
into non-toxic HTT171 aggregates.  Prothoracic glands expressing either HTT171-120Q or fl-
mHTT or both (flHTT+HTT171) were stained with an N-terminal HTT antibody (red) and a C-
terminal HTT antibody (green) and DAPI to reveal nuclei (blue).  The left panel expressing 
HTT171 alone reveals a strongly aggregated N-terminal signal and no C-terminal signal.  The 
center panel expressing fl-mHTT alone reveals a strong diffuse cytoplasmic C-terminal HTT 
signal (green) as well as diffuse N-terminal signal (red). In the right panel, a PG co-expressing 
HTT171 and fl-mHTT reveals that the previously diffuse fl signal is now co-localized with 
aggregated HTT171.  Scale bars are 2µm. 
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Figure 3. Toxicity caused by neuronal expression of fl-mHTT is suppressed by co-
expression of 171.  When expressed at 29° in all neurons with elav>Gal4, the toxicity of 
HTTex1 and fl-mHTT (55C) is evident (77% and 38% lethality respectively).  As in other 
tissues, co-expression of HTT171, suppresses fl-mHTT toxicity- in this case to 6% 
(fl(55C)+171(51D)).  As a control, co-expression of HTT118 with fl-mHTT, fails to rescue and 
indeed, exacerbates lethality (64%) in this experiment. 
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Figure 4.  The influence of peptide modifications on HTT171 fragment behavior.  (A) When 
expressed ubiquitously with da>Gal4, the HTT171-120Q fragment exhibits little or no lethality, 
but appending either an HA (…YPYDVPDYA* ) or a LUM tag (…GCCPGCCGG*) to the C-
terminus greatly increases the toxicity of the fragment.  (B) Surviving adult flies expressing an 
HA-tagged HTT171 transgene exhibit about half the life-span of those expressing untagged 171.  
Flies expressing LUM-tagged HTT171 do not survive to adulthood.  (C) Flies expressing HA- or 
LUM-tagged 171 in tracheal cells show only modest increases in lethality that do not rise to the 
level of significance (P=0.12; 0.09), but the inclusion of tags changes the subcellular behavior 
significantly.  (D) In contrast, in the prothoracic gland, expression of LUM-tagged 171 shows 
significant increase in toxicity compared to 171 alone while the HA-tagged 171 borders on 
significance (P=0.051).  (E) In trachea, pure 171 forms cytoplasmic aggregates, while inclusion 
of HA causes some HTT to become nuclear diffuse, and inclusion of the LUM tag causes the 
bulk of the HTT to appear as diffuse nuclear material with some cytoplasmic aggregates 
remaining when expressed with btl>Gal4 at 29°C.  (F) In the prothoracic gland, addition of the 
LUM tag causes aggregated-cytoplasmic HTT to become weakly staining, diffuse-cytoplasmic 
material while HTT171HA remains as extensive aggregates in the cytoplasm with a haze of 
diffuse staining as well.  Scale bars are 10µm. 
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Figure 5.  The influence of peptide modifications on HTT118 fragment behavior.  (A) When 
expressed in trachea (btl>Gal4) (29°), the HTT118-120Q fragment does not cause lethality but 
addition of an HA tag renders it lethal, while addition of a LUM tag has only a modest effect on 
toxicity of the fragment.  (B) Expression of 118 in the PG with spok>Gal4 drives modest 
lethality, while expression of an HA-tagged HTT118 with spok>Gal4 allows no survivors, and 
the LUM tag reduces viability by about 50%.  (C, D) Subcellular location of 118, 118HA and 
118LUM in trachea (C) and prothoracic gland (D). Note: HTT118 is diffuse nuclear in tracheal 
cells and diffuse cytoplasmic in PG cells and converts to diffuse nuclear with the addition of an 
HA tag in PG cells.  Addition of a LUM tag does not affect location much in PG, but does seem 
to increase clearance of the peptide (note the weak staining).  (E,F) When expressed at lower 
levels in neurons (i.e., elav>Gal4 @ 25°), a strong difference in the propensity for flies to exhibit 
negative geotaxis (climbing behavior) is seen when comparing HTT118 to HTT118HA in vials 4 
seconds after the flies have been shaken down (10 days post-eclosion).  (E) A frame from a video 
tracking shows a point at which all the 118 flies are in the top half of the vial while all the 
118HA flies are still in the bottom half.  (F) The progress of the tagged vs. non-tagged HTT-118-
expressing flies tracked by video monitoring demonstrates the difference in climbing speed.  (G) 
Flies expressing the HTT 118 120Q fragment under the influence of elav>Gal4 show reduced 
longevity which is exacerbated by the addition of an HA tag to the transgene but not by the 
addition of LUM.\ 
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Abbreviations: 
HD                                Huntington‟s Disease  
polyQ                           poly glutamine  
HTT                              Huntingtin  
fl-mHTT                      full-length mutant Huntingtin 120Q 
HTTex1                       HTTexon1  
IBs                                Inclusion Bodies  
ETH                              Ecdysis-Triggering Hormone  
LEC                               Larval Epidermal Cells  
PG                                 Prothoracic Gland  
HA                                Hemagglutinin   
LUM                             Lumio  
YAC                              Yeast Artificial Chromosome  
Aggregates and Inclusions are used interchangeably to refer to microscopically visible 
aggregates of HTT. 
Toxicity and pathology are used interchangeably to refer to abnormalities such as death, failure 
to eclose and various developmental abnormalities (e.g. tracheal loss, clefting). 
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